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China’s indigenous innovation strategy from the perspective of 
multinational corporations’ R&D efforts in 
China’s indigenous innovation capabilities (Vinig & Bossink, 2015). 
Chinese firms’ innovation,
he five research papers there argue that “Chinese indigenous innovati
knowledge needed for substantive innovation, and is often no more than rhetoric.” 
(Assimakopoulos, 2012) 
Specifically, it finds that both case firms are still more imitative than innovative, as “its technology 
had been imitated, adapted and adopted from its foreign partner”. (Zheng and Wang, 2012) 
strategies adopted by two wind turbine companies: India’s Suzlon and China’s Gold
4.
“Reverse Innovation” is 
.
Examples of frugal innovation include Haier’s mini washing machine and Galanz’s low
efficient microwave in China, Tata’s Nano car in India, ad GE’s portable ultrasound machine 
developed for use in rural Chinese areas. They are “good enough” products that meet basic needs at 
“cost innovations” (Williamson 2010) and “resource constrained innovations”
.
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3.1 The case method
adopted in this study. Adopting an ‘explanation’ approach provides flexibility in construing, 
. 
t is well accepted that “how” or “why” questions are more explanatory 
‘
frequencies or incidence’ Yin, 1994)
.
development of an initial theoretical understanding of the unique way of Chinese firms’ innovation 
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two . China became the world’s 
automotive market in 2009. China’s share of global auto production grew from 3.5% in 2000 to 
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We also triangulated our ﬁndings using multiple 
sources, backing up qualitative interview ﬁndings with extensive document 
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BYD’s product innovation. 
3.2 a and analyzing framework
components were derived from Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) approach to 
6the ‘search’ functions in Word manually to try best 
to seek for all relevant discussions. For instance, to understand BYD’s innovation, we searched the 
core term ‘innovation’, as well as other terms of ‘business model’ ‘adaption’, ‘change’, ‘design’, 
‘discontinuous’, ‘disruptive’, ‘evolution’, ‘experimentation’, ‘new’, ‘reinvention’, ‘rethinking’, 
‘technology’, and ‘revolution’, found in the transcripts, to help understand innovation in BYD from 
a ‘meta code’). This enhances the conceptual coherence and the internal
argues that companies “approach in
on a single, major technological breakthrough.”(Porter, 1990: p74) This p
, BYD’s 
. 
borrow Porter’s diamond model to help analyze how 
4. 
7ed RMB 55 1 
to BYD’s total turnover in 2013 and 2014
. expertise to produce some of China’s most innovative 
Source: BYD 2014.
4.1.
ed China’s compact car segment in November 2008 with sales of more 
gn 
‘ ’
helps shape the design of BYD’s F3 auto model. According to Chuanfu Wang, the founder and 
Chairman of BYD, “In China, besides 
Therefore the back seat needs to be very spacious. That’s how BY
look of the F3 model is decent, and it’s very spacious inside, especially for people sitting in the back 
seat.” (Interview) The F3 model is targeted as family entry level car in China. BYD’s later auto 
emphasized, “The price of the car must be cheap. Our average household income is still low, 
), you’ll be 
8body length of 4.5 meters.” BYD is going to mass produce the world’s cheapest 
automobile and bring inexpensive motoring to the masses in China. BYD’s cars have been priced 
. 
4.2 
BYD’s battery products
As Chairman Wang stated, “for electric cars, the key is in the battery 
tive advantage.” (Interview)
Let us examine BYD’s battery production from a historical perspective. 
ination for the young entrepreneur. “In order to achieve our goal (of making lithium
we became very competitive then.” (
94.3. BYD’s 
BYD’s vertical integration 
“after we mastered the core technology [of battery], we started to integrate back to the 
raw materials and many components … The biggest advantage [of this backward integration] is 
” (Interview)
on 
specifications provided. “Each componen
on.” says Ms. Qing Gong, the R&D Director of BYD. “Later, we found that the deviations 
of deviation, the cumulative effect made the product unable to work.” ( ) BYD then 
p
promised a complete functioning product for Siemens. BYD’s vertical integration strategy worked, 
BYD’s auto manufacturing business model. “Most of the components of the automobile are done 
development cycle and lowered the overall costs.” (Interview with Qing Gong, R&D Director) The 
for BYD’s innovation 
BYD’s innovation regarding
d the firm’s capability to adapt to the local context. Let’s now further
BYD’s innovation applying Porter’s diamond 
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Jin, 2013) shows that more than 75 percent of China’s urban consumers will earn 
become the world’s biggest auto market, 
first quarter of 2010, sales jumped 72 percent to 4.61 million. China’s tastes have now begun to 
design group frequently considers the “C Factor”, a term referring to China’s impact on American 
by “jade sculpture, calligraphy and a lot of the art dating back centuries”, said Welburn in an 
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o significantly to China’s fast economic growth
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ng phenomenon of “educated unemployment” in China. From 2003 to 2005, 
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fundamental to China’s economic development. 
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BYD’s employee had experienced exponential growth since 
1998. According to Mr. Liu, Director of Human Resource, “When I joined BYD in 1997, there were 
1999
”. 
“
fresh university graduates… we like to go to those best universities to recruit
for BYD’s future development.” 
.
—
working 
firms’
more than twice that of Japan, according to a Youth Daily report. (People’s Daily online, Jan 2008) 
stocks, 
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During BYD’s initial 1995 200 , 
. 
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BYD’s y
with Sanyo, according to Chuanfu Wang’s estimate. 
competitors’ manufacturing process in fact contributed to BYD’s innovation
.
As Wang recalled, “We noticed early on that humidity was harmful to the 
ve been content just to model our process after theirs.”  
, 
’s strong 
, “I set a goal for myself to have the company grow 100% every 
year.” “I want to grow BYD big and fast. If BYD focused only on battery, the market size at most 
market size into tens of billions.”(Interview)
market that firms like BYD can collaborate with. This helped lead to BYD’s vertical integration 
. BYD’s vertical integration in 
he Director of BYD’s Institute, “[with vertical 
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used to spend on communications with various suppliers.” (Interview) 
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6.1 Is BYD’s innovation best categorized as frugal innovation, cost innovation, or something else?
al (2014)’s 
market novelty level is low or medium, medium or high. For instance, GE’s portable ultrasound 
local context. We would go with the broader understanding of “frugal innovation” which are “used 
markets”(Zeschky, Widenmayer and Gassmann, 2014, 2011).  However, resource
development from the producers’ perspective.  “..[R]esource
at the lowest possible cost.” (Sharma & Iyer, 2012: 600) Ray and Ray (2010) stated, through their 
model include “lowering costs of R&D by drawing on existing
cost local supply chain.”(p151) In our 
and Ray’s (2010) 
However, BYD’s frugal innovations are not just a focus on basic or minimal feature, rather, they 
were designed for local demand. For instance, the design of BYD’s F3 car provides spacious room 
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perspective and consumers’ perspective. 
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Porter’s 
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BYD’s development acted as a key 
6.2 Applying Porter’s model
Applying Porter’s model (1990), w
, low 
– .
YD’s innovation centered on low cost and customer satisfaction. We have observed 
Figure 3. BYD’s innovation in the local context
Our research find that BYD’ on BYD’s goal to achieve low costs as 
ature on China’s distinct forms of innovation emphasize not on upstream 
HS labor
BYD’s 
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contributing to BYD’s innovation. 
—
, borrowing from Porter’s diamond model (1990). 
000
With China’s continuing economic reform, 
When applying Porter’s model, we have found some distinctive features of BYD’s case. 
validates Porter’s argument that “selective 
—
disadvantage in a static model of completion can become an advantage in a dynamic one”. 
According to Porter, “A nation’s
the world’s most sophisticated and demanding buyers for the product or service.”, because “home 
competitive advantages than their foreign rivals.”(p79) However, the BYD case show
d
analysis of BYD here, we use the term ‘local’ to refer to the Southeast China regional environment 
rged. It’s worth pointing out that in mid
. Specifically, Shenzhen’s GDP was ranked No. 8 in 1995 and 1996 national wide, 
n & Fung, 2016).
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to understand BYD’s innovation 
a number of Chinese firms use the approach of “dividing the innovation 
process into a large number of small steps and then assign teams to work on each stage”.
is for this “assembly line” to accelerate the process and deliver results quickly (p28). They studied 
to BYD’s innovative production method 
BYD’s model of innovation may be further applied to other emerging 
, 2010, 2011 ,
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analysis for frugal innovation. We borrowed Porter’s model (1990) to help 
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BYD’s innovation. 
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